
Biography: Max Feyder

Max Feyder, widely recognized by his stage moniker SKIBI, embarked on his musical 
odyssey in 2015 as an integral member of the collective "Stoned Control." During this 
formative period, SKIBI released his inaugural three EPs through online platforms and 
honed his stage presence by gracing venues such as den Atelier, Rotondes, and Melusina, 
delivering compelling performances at various Hip Hop events in Luxembourg.

Despite the transition to Berlin for academic pursuits, SKIBI remained steadfast in his 
musical endeavors, crafting local rap compositions that led to the creation of two self-
recorded projects. Notably, his second mixtape, "Cash Is Only Money Sessions," marked a 
fruitful collaboration with the esteemed painter Fatboy Klepto.

Throughout his journey, SKIBI fostered enduring connections with Luxembourg, regularly 
returning to showcase his artistry on local stages and becoming an integral figure within 
the live collective "De Läbbel."

In 2020, SKIBI's quest for artistic exploration led him to Amsterdam, where he forged a 
fruitful partnership with the esteemed French vocalist and Amsterdam-based producer, 
William LX. This collaboration bore fruit with the release of "Rien Qu’a Changé EP" in 
2020, followed by "LX-AMS" in 2023.

The year 2021 marked a significant milestone for SKIBI as he unveiled his debut album, 
"Ze Spigé," in collaboration with the talented Portuguese-Luxembourgish Beatmaker, Crux 
Cutz. The album's release was accompanied by a plethora of stage performances, 
including a notable opportunity to perform live for radio100,7 & Kulturkanal, following a 
period of lockdown.

In 2023, SKIBI's artistic evolution continued with the release of "SKIBI 1995," a project 
borne from a collaboration with TrustInTalent. This endeavor saw SKIBI collaborating with 
esteemed French producer Rodger and local luminary Corbi, resulting in a series of 
electrifying live performances alongside local beatboxer Giamba and rap companion 
Steiwesz, spanning venues from B.A.C to Rockhal.

Throughout his illustrious career, SKIBI has forged collaborative partnerships with an array 
of esteemed artists, including Bobby Bieles, DJ BTM, FuzaBeats, Corbi, Edelweis, Wispo, 
Skinny J, Maka MC, C.D.S 13, Castelló, chasey negro, Dusty D, Ragga, V.I.C., Culture the 
Kid, David Fluit, Anne Funk, and Turnup Tun, leaving an indelible mark on the local hip-
hop landscape.


